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Have you ever wondered how muscle growth happens after strength training?Do you want to
understand the mechanisms by which increases in muscle size are triggered?Would you like to
know how to write training programs that lead to maximum gains in muscle mass?In this short
book, Chris Beardsley gives you a theoretical framework to help you achieve all of this.The book
is divided into four sections.The first section provides a radical new explanation for the
mechanisms of hypertrophy that rests firmly upon the basic and most fundamental principles of
muscle physiology. Currently, many researchers believe that muscle growth is caused by three
mechanisms (mechanical tension, metabolic stress, and muscle damage). This section explains
why it is unnecessary to hypothesize roles for metabolic stress and muscle damage, and why
mechanical tension is solely responsible for muscle growth, even when it is achieved by using
very light external loads, because such loads can still cause very high mechanical tension on
individual muscle fibers through the interactions of fatigue and the force-velocity
relationship.The second section interprets the most important concepts of hypertrophy training
in the light of this framework, including training volume, time under tension, and progressive
overload.The third section covers the key training variables for any program, such as load,
volume, frequency, exercise order, contraction mode, tempo, rest period duration, range of
motion, proximity to failure, the mind-muscle connection, and the use of advanced techniques
such as pre-exhaustion, forced reps, drop sets, and super sets. Other topics covered include
what happens when we take breaks from training, periodization, and the interference effect of
concurrent aerobic exercise.The final section addresses the fundamental principles of exercise
selection for muscle growth, which allows strength training programs to be designed in such a
way as to maximize growth of individual muscles.
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257INTRODUCTIONThe purpose of this book is very simple: it is to provide you with a
framework that can explain how hypertrophy results from muscular contractions, by reference to
certain basic principles of exercise physiology.To build that framework will require us to go on a



journey to understand the way in which muscles produce force in different contexts, to learn the
nature of the adaptations produced by various different types of strength training, and to
appreciate exactly how and when muscle fibers produce the force that they then experience as
mechanical loading, which is what then leads to them increasing in size.Let's get started!
MECHANISMS OF HYPERTROPHYWHAT IS MUSCLE GROWTH?Increasing muscle size
through strength training is key to improving body composition. This is why lifting weights is
essential to bodybuilding, personal training, and strength coaching alike.In recent years, a great
deal of research has been published (and continues to be published) exploring the effects of
strength training on muscle size. This is an exciting opportunity for all of us working in the fitness
industry, because it enables us to continually improve the effects of our training programs, by
adding to our knowledge over time.To integrate each study as it is published, I think it helps to
have a basic framework in which to set new information. This framework should help you identify
the strengths and limitations of new research, as well as link concepts from different papers
together, to create a clear understanding of how strength training works to produce muscle
growth.My basic framework starts by defining what each measurement of muscle growth
actually means. It then sets out a clear picture of how muscle fibers increase in size. Finally, it
provides a model of how a strength training workout stimulates the increase in muscle protein
synthesis that causes fiber hypertrophy.What are muscle growth, hyperplasia, and fiber
hypertrophy?Muscles often increase in volume (and therefore in mass) after long-term strength
training.Since they are made up of many individual fibers, muscles can theoretically increase in
volume because either (1) the number of fibers increases (called hyperplasia), or (2) the volume
of each muscle fiber increases (called fiber hypertrophy).Either of these processes involve an
increase in the protein content of the whole muscle, which is known as hypertrophy.#1.
HyperplasiaResearch in rodents has found increases in fiber number after mechanical loading,
with greater increases being observed after exposure to higher forces at longer muscle lengths.
The new fibers are often smaller than the older ones, and some researchers have suggested
that this happens because fibers split so that they can multiply.Split fibers are often observed in
tandem with increases in fiber number in rodent studies. However, fibers also split when
muscles experience contusions that do not stimulate muscle growth, so whether this splitting
represents a useful adaptation or is a side effect of severe muscle damage is unclear.In humans,
researchers have observed signs of fiber splitting after very strenuous programs of voluntary
strength training, but to date we have no really solid indications that long-term strength training
causes increases in muscle fiber number. Indeed, some research suggests that strength training
does not cause hyperplasia in humans, as indicated by comparisons of untrained people and
bodybuilders that show similar numbers of muscle fibers in the muscles of both populations.
Therefore, it seems unlikely that hyperplasia contributes meaningfully to whole muscle growth
after strength training.#2. Fiber hypertrophyIncreases in the protein content (and therefore the
volume) of individual muscle fibers can occur because either (1) they increase in diameter or
cross-sectional area, or (2) they increase in length.It can seem odd to think about muscle fibers



increasing in length after training, because the locations of the origin and insertion of the whole
muscle cannot change. Even so, the whole muscle can increase in length after training, by
bulging out slightly in the middle, even while its starting and ending points are fixed.Many
studies in humans have shown that muscle fascicle length (fascicles are bundles of muscle
fibers) increases after long-term strength training. This happens particularly often when the
strength training program involves eccentric-only contractions, or when the peak contraction of
the exercise occurs at long muscle lengths.Similarly, researchers have found that the diameter of
individual muscle fibers also increases after long-term strength training. Increases in diameter
are sometimes greater in type II fibers, likely because type I fibers are more commonly (but not
always!) linked with the lowest threshold motor units, and generally only the higher threshold
motor units increase in size after strength training.How do we measure muscle growth?
Researchers can measure muscle growth in several ways, which can be subdivided into (1)
those that assess the whole body, (2) those that assess muscles, and (3) those that assess
muscle fibers.#1. Whole bodyOne common approach to measuring changes in muscle mass
after strength training is to use whole body scanning with X-rays (DEXA), which allows
researchers to estimate lean (non-fat) body mass. By combining these data with other
measurements, such as total body volume using air-displacement plethysmography, and total
body water using bioelectrical impedance, a more accurate assessment can be achieved.This
type of measurement is valuable, because it gives us a good overview of changes in whole body
composition after strength training. However, it does not tell us much about how each muscle
itself has adapted.#2. MuscleOther scanning methods, such as magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), computed tomography (CT), and ultrasonography can give us an insight into how
individual muscles change in size in each of their dimensions. However, muscles do not
increase in size in all directions equally after strength training, and this affects how we interpret
the results of each scanning measurement.When multiple axial scans are done along the length
of the muscle, this produces a series of cross-sectional images. Combining these together
allows researchers to calculate whole muscle volume. This type of measurement is useful,
because it does not matter whether individual muscle fibers increase in length or diameter, nor
whether the arrangement of the fibers inside the muscle alters after training, nor whether
different regions of the muscle increase in size more than others.Sometimes, multiple scans are
not performed, and only a single, axial cross-sectional image is recorded (the image is
described as “axial” when it is perpendicular to the body in the anatomical position). This
measurement is called the anatomical cross-sectional area. Unlike measures of muscle volume,
recording anatomical cross-sectional area can cause us to underestimate or overestimate a real
change in muscle volume, if the arrangement of the fibers inside the muscle alters after training,
or if different regions of the muscle increase in size more than others.Indeed, the arrangement of
fibers inside a muscle *does* change after strength training. Their angle relative to the line of pull
(called the pennation angle) increases in conjunction with increases in fiber diameter. Similarly,
many muscles do increase in size in some regions more than others, depending on the exercise



used in training, because they have functional subdivisions, each of which is best-suited to
producing force in a different direction or at a different joint angle.If you visualize muscle fibers
as running from one end of a muscle to the other, it can seem odd to think about them changing
their angle within a muscle after strength training. However, fibers often run diagonally across
muscles, between broad sheets of collagen tissue (called aponeuroses) on either side. After
strength training, as muscle fibers increase in pennation angle, they become less parallel to the
aponeuroses, and more perpendicular.More recently, ultrasound has been adopted by some
researchers to assess changes in muscle size, because the equipment is inexpensive. The most
common measurement recorded by ultrasound is muscle thickness. This refers to the
perpendicular, linear distance between the superficial and distal aponeuroses. It is fairly closely
related to anatomical cross-sectional area, and is subject to the same limitations.#3. Individual
fiberSome studies record changes in single fiber diameter after strength training. To do this
requires taking a muscle biopsy both before and after the long-term strength training program,
and then taking cross-sectional slices of the muscle tissue, before performing staining
procedures and imaging to identify the borders (and therefore the diameter) of each muscle
fiber.Often, the staining procedures allow researchers to identify muscle fibers of different types,
and this means that average changes in fiber type-specific cross-sectional area can be
measured.Since muscle growth in humans seems to arise mainly from increases in single fiber
volume, studying changes in the diameter of individual muscle fibers is an attractive method.
However, the main downside is that fibers can also increase in length, and this change does not
get recorded by this approach.What happens inside a muscle fiber during hypertrophy?Muscles
contain many tens of thousands of muscle fibers. In humans, an increase in the size of whole
muscles arises predominantly from increases in the volume of some of these muscle fibers.
These muscle fibers increase in volume mainly because of increases in their diameter, but also
partly because of increases in their length.When muscle fibers increase in diameter, this
involves an increase in the number of sarcomeres in parallel. When muscle fibers increase in
length, this involves an increase in the number of sarcomeres in series.Sarcomeres are short
sections of actin and myosin myofibrils and their associated cytoskeletal structures, which allow
muscles to produce force. These sections are joined together in long strings, down the length of
each fiber. Each fiber involves many myofibrillar strings arranged in parallel. Rodent and human
studies have shown us that there can be 1,000 –1,500 myofibrils inside a single fiber.Whether
the volume of a muscle fiber is increased because of an increase in the number of sarcomeres
in each myofibrillar string, or because of an increase in the number of myofibrillar strings inside
the muscle fiber, this requires an increase in the protein content of the fiber, which happens
through an increase in the rate of muscle protein synthesis.This additional protein comprises the
various molecules that are needed to create the new sarcomeres, and their surrounding
sarcoplasmic support structures.Can myofibrillar hypertrophy and sarcoplasmic hypertrophy
happen independently?Some researchers have speculated that the density (number per unit
cross-sectional area) of myofibrillar strings in parallel inside each muscle fiber could vary. This



would affect the strength of a muscle fiber (and therefore of a muscle) relative to its size, since it
is the myofibrillar strings that are responsible for producing force.This hypothesis arose in order
to explain why strength increases by far more than muscle size after strength training, and why
strength increases by more after strength training with heavy loads than after strength training
with light loads, despite similar gains in muscle size.Specifically, it was suggested that strength
training with heavier loads might cause more myofibrillar hypertrophy, and less sarcoplasmic
hypertrophy, compared to strength training with lighter loads.However, this probably does not
happen.Research has shown that the number of myofilaments in a muscle fiber increases in
proportion to its cross-sectional area after strength training, and this is probably why the force
that a single muscle fiber can exert relative to its cross-sectional area tends to remain constant
after strength training.Also, we now know that strength training increases strength by more than
size, because there are many other adaptations that contribute to an increased ability to
produce force, and these adaptations are preferentially stimulated when using heavy weights.
So the hypothesis that myofibrillar and sarcoplasmic hypertrophy can occur independently is
unnecessary.What stimulates hypertrophy to occur?Muscle fibers are able to detect mechanical
tension using receptors located at the cell membrane. When these receptors inside the muscle
fiber detect the presence of mechanical loading, this triggers a sequence of signaling events in a
process known as mechanotransduction.It is very important to note that it is the muscle fiber that
detects the presence of mechanical loading, and not the whole muscle, because we know that
whole muscles can experience one level of mechanical loading, while individual muscle fibers
inside them experience a completely different stimulus. Therefore, we always need to think
about the stimulus that the muscle fiber experiences, and not the whole muscle.What is the
takeaway?Muscle growth in humans happens predominantly through increases in the volume of
single muscle fibers, although not all measurement methods are ideal for recording this. It
seems unlikely that an increase in muscle fiber number (hyperplasia) contributes in any
meaningful way to muscle growth in humans.Single muscle fibers increase in volume mainly
because of increases in their diameter, but also partly because of increases in their length. This
increase in volume involves an increase in protein content, which happens by an increase in the
rate of muscle protein synthesis, and the increase in fiber size involves proportional increases in
both myofibrillar and sarcoplasmic elements.Single muscle fibers are triggered to grow when
receptors located at their cell membranes detect the presence of mechanical loading. This
mechanical loading can be different from the mechanical loading experienced by the muscle as
a whole, but it is the stimulus detected by the individual fiber that determines how it adapts to the
strength training program.WHAT CAUSES MUSCLE GROWTH?For many centuries, we have
known that lifting weights increases strength, as well as muscle mass.Thousands of years ago,
Milo of Croton developed tremendous strength for Olympic wrestling by lifting a calf on his
shoulders each day, growing bigger and stronger as it grew heavier.More recently, in the late
1800s, strongmen like Eugen Sandow included posing routines at the end of their weight lifting
performances, to show off the muscular development they had achieved through training.In



other words, we figured out a long time ago that lifting progressively heavier weights was
necessary to keep increasing strength and size. However, it was not until recently that
researchers began studying strength training, and applied the scientific method to identify
exactly what causes muscle growth, by exploring the mechanisms and processes through which
lifting weights causes hypertrophy.This research is an important resource for our understanding
of strength training. By learning about the mechanisms and processes by which strength training
causes muscle growth, we can structure our training programs to maximize the results we want
to achieve.What are the mechanisms and processes that lead to muscular hypertrophy?There
are three main phases in the process through which strength training causes muscle growth.
Each of these phases has been examined by researchers, although some have been given
more attention than others.Firstly, there is an initial stimulus, often called the primary
mechanism. Since muscle growth happens primarily through an increase in the size of individual
muscle fibers, this must be detected by receptors inside the muscle cells. Secondly, there are
molecular signaling events inside the muscle. These last several hours, and result from the initial
stimulus. Thirdly, there is a temporary increase in the rate of muscle protein synthesis, which is
triggered by the molecular signaling events. This is what leads to increases in overall muscle
size, which can then be measured in various ways.#1. Initial stimulusResearchers have
hypothesized that there are three primary mechanisms that might stimulate muscle growth: (1)
mechanical tension, (2) metabolic stress, and (3) muscle damage. These mechanisms are
environmental conditions that can be detected by single muscle fibers, which then stimulate the
molecular signaling events that increase muscle protein synthesis rates, and subsequently
cause the accumulation of protein inside individual muscle fibers.Currently, we have a fairly clear
model for how mechanical tension triggers muscle growth, although the location and identity of
the mechanoreceptors within the muscle fibers are still unknown. In contrast, it is unclear how
muscle damage and metabolic stress might play a role. This is partly because of the problems
inherent in examining these factors.The main difficulty faced by researchers when trying to
understand the independent effects of mechanical tension, muscle damage, and metabolic
stress is that it is very difficult to stimulate a muscle with either muscle damage or metabolic
stress while not providing the mechanical tension stimulus at the same time.Some researchers
have also suggested that muscle fiber activation, resulting from motor unit recruitment, is a
primary mechanism through which muscle growth is stimulated. But this cannot be the case,
because full motor unit recruitment is approached in high-velocity muscle contractions, which
cause little muscle growth.Moreover, when muscle activation is maintained constant at high
levels, increasing the velocity of a contraction reduces hypertrophy. This seems to happen
because faster contraction velocities reduce the mechanical tension produced by each muscle
fiber, and therefore the amount of mechanical loading detected by its mechanoreceptors.#2.
Molecular signalingResearchers have revealed a complex array of anabolic signaling pathways
that are activated in response to strength training workouts, and which seem to be involved in
elevating muscle protein synthesis, and causing the accumulation of protein inside muscle



fibers.The most famous of these molecular pathways is the mTOR signaling pathway. Within this
signaling pathway is an enzyme called p70S6K. Increases in the activity of this enzyme have
been closely related to long-term increases in muscle size in both animals and humans. Also,
elevated p70S6K signaling is observed when we use training variables that are known to lead to
greater hypertrophy, such as higher workout volumes.However, some training variables that do
not appear to enhance muscle growth also display elevated p70S6K signaling, including
eccentric (compared to concentric) contractions. This may imply that mTOR signaling is also
involved in other processes, such as the repair of muscle damage, as lengthening contractions
cause more muscle damage than shortening contractions.In fact, there are even situations in
which mTOR signaling can be stimulated and p70S6K is increased, but muscle protein
synthesis rates are not elevated. This has been reported in cases of overtraining, which can
cause muscle loss, and where oxidative stress seems to inhibit muscle protein synthesis from
being increased. The results of such experiments provide a cautionary note. We should not
assume that a greater increase in mTOR signaling will *always* cause a greater increase in
muscle protein synthesis rates and a subsequent long-term increase in muscle size.#3. Muscle
protein synthesisUntil very recently, researchers had been unable to link the increases in muscle
protein synthesis rates after a workout to the long-term gains in muscle size after a strength
training program comprising a sequence of that type of workout, although they often observed
transitory increases after a single workout.Even though the protein content of a muscle fiber is
determined by the ongoing balance of muscle protein synthesis and muscle protein breakdown
rates, this was still frustrating, because there was good evidence to suggest that it was the
increase in muscle protein synthesis rate that was responsible for the change in muscle size
over time.Consequently, it was a real breakthrough when a research group identified very
recently that elevations in muscle (myofibrillar) protein synthesis could be related to long-term
gains in muscle size after taking away the uplift in muscle protein synthesis rates required to
repair damaged muscle tissue.This discovery was important, not only because it confirmed the
central role of increasing muscle protein synthesis rates for causing hypertrophy, but also
because it hinted that while muscle damage repair and muscle growth are very similar
processes, repairing muscle damage probably does not enhance increases in muscle
size.Additionally, the study also suggests that the popular study design in which post-workout
elevations in muscle protein synthesis are measured may not be as useful as we had previously
hoped. Since muscle protein synthesis rates are increased, both in order to repair muscle
damage (which does not enhance hypertrophy) and also to increase muscle fiber protein
content (which causes hypertrophy), such studies may lead us to conclude *incorrectly* that
more muscle-damaging workouts lead to greater muscle growth.Therefore, as with molecular
signaling, we should be cautious about how we interpret the findings of studies exploring
changes in muscle protein synthesis after a workout, since such changes could easily reflect the
repair of muscle damage, rather than the growth of muscle tissue.What do we know about
mechanical tension?IntroductionThere are three important areas to address when thinking



about the role of mechanical tension in muscle growth: (1) the nature of active and passive
mechanical tension, (2) the role of external resistance, and (3) the effects of fatigue.#1. Active
and passive mechanical tensionMuscles can experience mechanical tension either when they
are contracting actively or when they are passively stretched. When they are actively
contracting, they can produce force either while shortening, lengthening, or remaining at a
constant length (isometric). In all cases, the amount of mechanical tension has been related to
the subsequent change in muscle size, thereby confirming the key role of this mechanism in
hypertrophy.While we are most accustomed to muscle growth happening after strength training
using active muscle contractions, hypertrophy has also been reported after passive stretching of
inactive muscle, in both humans and animals, and very likely involves somewhat similar
molecular signaling through the mTOR pathway.Interestingly, however, it seems likely that
muscle fibers can detect the difference between mechanical tension provided by active
contractions and by passive loading.This is reflected in the nature of the molecular signaling
through the mTOR pathway, and also in the long-term adaptations to strength training, which are
often greater after combining both active and passive loading, even when muscle forces are
equated. Practically speaking, this suggests that muscular contractions and stretching provide
independent and additive stimuli that lead to muscle growth.#2. The role of external
resistanceThe way in which mechanical tension causes muscle growth is frequently
misunderstood, because we tend to think of the external resistance as being the mechanical
stimulus.While this is appropriate when thinking about passive stretching of muscle tissue, it is
not valid when thinking about strength training in which active muscle contractions are
involved.The mechanical tension signal that leads to hypertrophy is detected by single fibers
and not by the muscle as a whole, by mechanoreceptors that are probably located on the
membrane of each muscle cell. This is an important factor, because it means that we need to
define the mechanical tension stimulus in relation to the forces experienced by each individual
muscle fiber, and not by the whole muscle.In this respect, there are two key points.Firstly, in an
active muscle contraction, the tensile force sensed by a muscle fiber is essentially the force it
produces itself. Even so, in the absence of fatigue, it is the external resistance that determines
the speed at which each fiber can contract. Since slower contraction velocities allow more actin-
myosin crossbridges to form inside a fiber, larger external resistances thereby increase the
tension that each fiber produces, because the number of attached actin-myosin crossbridges
determines the force produced by a fiber. Indeed, while the resistance must be external to the
muscle, it can be internal to the body, such as when contracting the agonist and antagonist
muscles simultaneously.Secondly, muscle fibers interact with one another, bulging outwards in
the middle of the sarcomere and exerting force laterally, and the whole muscle bends and
changes shape during a contraction. This means that a muscle contraction exposes its fibers to
a variety of external constraints. This leads to different fiber shortening velocities, mechanical
tension, and length changes, and this affects the fibers of some regions more than others. This
is probably why muscles do not adapt uniformly after strength training, but some regions



increase fiber diameter and/or length more than others.#3. The effects of fatigueWhen doing
multiple, repeated muscle contractions, fatigue develops. This means that the muscle fibers
governed by the working motor units become unable to produce the required force. This causes
higher threshold motor units to be recruited, and their associated muscle fibers are then
activated.In addition, the fatigue causes the working muscle fibers to reduce their contraction
velocity over the set. This reduction in contraction velocity is closely linked to the amount of
metabolic stress in the muscle.Consequently, during fatiguing sets with any load, high-threshold
motor units that grow after strength training are activated, and their muscle fibers contract at a
slow speed. Since the muscle fibers shorten at a slow speed, a large number of attached actin-
myosin crossbridges are formed. This produces mechanical tension on the fiber, which
stimulates it to grow.What do we know about metabolic stress?Training with heavy or light loads
produces similar muscle growth (so long as sets are performed to failure), and light load training
with blood flow restriction also produces similar gains in muscle size to heavy load training.Such
observations have sometimes been used to support the role of metabolic stress in hypertrophy.
However, as noted above, there is a very simple explanation for how fatigue leads to increased
mechanical tension on the muscle fibers of high-threshold motor units, stimulating them to
grow.In fact, because of this effect of fatigue on mechanical tension, it is extremely difficult to
explore the independent effects of metabolic stress on muscle growth.To get around the
problem, some researchers have tested the long-term effects of periodically applying blood flow
restriction to a muscle without any simultaneous muscular contractions, either as a standalone
intervention in rodents, or immediately after a workout in humans. However, the findings of this
research have been conflicting. At present, it seems likely that the effects of metabolic stress are
*largely* mediated by fatigue, insofar as fatigue enhances muscle growth by increasing
mechanical loading.Consequently, there actually is no real need to hypothesize a role for
metabolic stress, because the effects that it was originally hypothesized to explain can actually
be more easily explained by mechanical loading, as a result of the effects of fatigue.What do we
know about muscle damage?It is often thought that eccentric training causes greater muscle
growth than concentric training. Similarly, training at long muscle lengths (involving stretch) often
(but not always) causes more muscle growth than training at short muscle lengths.Since both
eccentric contractions and training at long muscle lengths cause more muscle damage than
concentric contractions and training at short muscle lengths, these observations have been
used to support the role of muscle damage in hypertrophy.While eccentrics do cause more
muscle damage than concentrics, this does not translate to greater hypertrophy in rodent
models. And in humans, suppressing the muscle-damaging effects of eccentric contractions
seems to have little impact on muscle growth. Also, if eccentrics do cause more muscle growth
than concentrics, then the effect is quite small. The differences between eccentric and
concentric training observed in some studies may be related to the measurement methods
used: new research has shown that eccentrics cause larger increases in muscle fiber length,
while concentrics cause greater gains in fiber diameter, while overall hypertrophy is



similar.Perhaps more importantly, carefully-controlled rodent research has shown that the
varying effects of different types of muscle contractions (concentric, eccentric, and isometric) on
muscle growth are explained almost entirely by the amount of mechanical tension involved. In
other words, while some eccentric training programs might indeed produce greater muscle
growth than a comparable concentric training program, the effect is most likely mediated by the
higher level of mechanical tension and/or work done that can be achieved with lengthening
contractions.Similarly, the role of increased muscle length in stimulating muscle growth is
unclear. While passive stretching can cause muscle growth in both humans and animals, it is
unclear whether this happens because of a tension-sensing mechanism or a damage-sensing
mechanism. Given that passive stretching rarely causes muscle soreness (unlike strength
training), it seems plausible that the mechanism involves sensing tension rather than
damage.Increasingly, therefore, researchers are suggesting that the repair of muscle damage is
a separate process from muscle growth. Indeed, studies have shown that elevations in muscle
protein synthesis are only related to long-term gains in muscle size after taking away the uplift in
muscle protein synthesis rates required to repair damaged muscle tissue.However, all of the
above research involved drawing conclusions from strength training workouts in which both
mechanical tension and muscle damage could have stimulated hypertrophy. As with metabolic
stress, it is very difficult to explore the independent effects of mechanical tension and muscle
damage on muscle growth.To get around the problem, some researchers have tested the long-
term effects of other types of mechanical loading, such as mechanical compression, on muscle
growth. Mechanical compression produces similar muscle damage as mechanical tension, even
causing split muscle fibers in some cases, and all types of muscle damage seem to be repaired
in much the same way.If the process of muscle repair after compressive loading were to trigger
hypertrophy, then this would be good evidence that it is a primary mechanism that leads to
muscle growth. So far, however, the research suggests that it does not, and it may in fact cause
the loss of some muscle fibers as a result of the damage. Other studies have also shown that
excessive muscle damage is likely responsible for both overreaching and muscle loss, when
delivered alongside mechanical tension, both in humans and animals.At present, it therefore
seems most likely that that any apparent effects of muscle damage are *largely* a function of the
muscle-damaging workout involving either (1) greater mechanical loading, or (2) the sensing of
stretch.Consequently, there actually is no real need to hypothesize a role for muscle damage in
hypertrophy, because the effects that it was originally hypothesized to explain can actually be
more easily explained by mechanical loading, as a result of the effects of stretching the passive
structures of the fibers.What is the takeaway?There are three main phases in the process
through which strength training causes muscle growth, which have been examined by
researchers: (1) the primary mechanism, (2) molecular signaling events, and (3) changes in
muscle protein synthesis rates, which are responsible for the long-term accumulation of protein
inside muscle fibers, and an increase in muscle size.Currently, we have a clear model for how
the primary mechanism of mechanical tension can produce muscle growth, and it is determined



by the tension produced and detected by each muscle fiber. This tension is produced by the
number of attached actin-myosin crossbridges, which is greater at slower fiber contraction
velocities. Fiber contraction velocity (and therefore the amount of mechanical tension) can be
reduced by either a higher external resistance or more fatigue.In contrast, the roles of metabolic
stress and muscle damage are much less clear, mainly because they are difficult to investigate
independently from mechanical tension. Currently, the role of metabolic stress can be explained
well by the effects of fatigue on increasing mechanical tension. Similarly, any potential effects of
muscle damage that might arise when eccentric training or training at long muscle lengths can
be just as easily explained by greater mechanical loading or the sensing of stretch.WHAT CAN
JUMPING TEACH US ABOUT MUSCLE GROWTH?The mainstream fitness industry is
*plagued* by myths and superstitions about how muscle growth happens, and about how we
should structure workouts to maximize gains. In contrast, the serious bodybuilding and
professional strength and conditioning communities are far better educated, and very well
grounded in the science of hypertrophy.Even so, there is still one misconception that presents a
barrier to the understanding of muscle growth of even the most well-read strength coaches and
personal trainers, which is how the degree of motor unit recruitment affects subsequent
hypertrophy.Fortunately, we can fix this problem by comparing the effects of high-velocity
strength training programs, such as those that involve jumping or plyometrics, and conventional
bodybuilding programs.Before we get to that, let’s go over the basics of motor unit
recruitment.What is motor unit recruitment?Motor units are defined as motor neurons and the
muscle fibers that they innervate. There are typically hundreds of motor units in any given
muscle, but the exact number can vary quite widely between muscles.When the central nervous
system causes an action potential (an electrical signal) to travel along a motor neuron, this
“recruits” the motor unit, and causes all of the muscle fibers governed by that motor unit to be
activated. Once muscle fibers are activated, they immediately produce force and try to shorten
as quickly as they can.How are motor units recruited?Motor units are recruited in order of motor
neuron (not muscle fiber) size, which can be identified by the amplitude of the action potential,
because larger motor neurons display large action potentials. This is called “Henneman’s size
principle.”We can measure the level of force at which individual motor units are recruited during
muscular contractions, and this provides a measurement of the recruitment threshold. This
threshold is simply the force (in Newtons) or torque (in Newton meters) at which the motor unit is
first switched on by the central nervous system.Motor units that are recruited earlier in
sequence, often at relatively lower levels of force, are called “low-threshold motor units” and they
govern a small number of muscle fibers. Motor units that are recruited later in sequence, at
higher levels of force, are called “high-threshold motor units” and they govern a large number of
muscle fibers.How does motor unit recruitment relate to static force production?When non-
fatigued muscles are prevented from shortening, such as when we perform a static (isometric)
contraction, the amount of force they can produce is determined by (1) the number of motor
units that are recruited, and (2) the frequency of the action potential discharges.It was also once



believed that the degree of motor unit synchronization could be altered to affect the level of
muscle force, but we now think that this is fixed, and does not change.Muscle force increases
dramatically with increasing motor unit recruitment, with the recruitment of some high-threshold
motor units involving one hundred times more force than the recruitment of the early low-
threshold motor units. This increase in force happens mainly because *more* muscle fibers are
activated with increasing recruitment levels, and this happens in two ways.Firstly, as more motor
units are recruited, all of the previous motor units remain active. Therefore, there is an
incremental increase in the number of active muscle fibers as the number of recruited motor
units increases.Secondly, the number of muscle fibers controlled by a motor unit increases
exponentially with recruitment order. While there are hundreds of thousands of fibers inside a
muscle, the number of fibers controlled by each motor unit varies widely, from a handful up to a
couple of thousand. Therefore, the amount of force that a low-threshold motor unit can produce
is far smaller than the amount of force exerted by a high-threshold motor unit.In addition to the
number of active muscle fibers, force production is also affected by the size and type of the
fibers themselves. Larger diameter, more fatiguable fibers can produce slightly more force than
smaller diameter, less fatiguable fibers. While it is true that low-threshold motor units tend to be
associated with smaller diameter, less fatiguable (slow twitch) fibers, there is no exact
association between fiber type and motor unit threshold.How does motor unit recruitment relate
to dynamic force production?When non-fatigued muscles are able to shorten, as in normal
strength training and in most other kinds of movement, the amount of force they can produce is
determined by the force-velocity relationship, as well as by the same factors that influence static
(isometric) force.Importantly, we know from studies performed using single muscle fibers that
the force-velocity relationship is determined by the fiber itself. When a single fiber shortens
slowly, it is capable of producing a high level of force. When a single fiber shortens quickly, it can
only exert a low level of force.The force-velocity relationship inside a muscle fiber is determined
by the number of actin-myosin crossbridges that are attached at any one time, because the
actin-myosin crossbridge is the engine that produces force. When muscle fibers shorten slowly,
they can form many simultaneous crossbridges, but when they shorten quickly they can only
form a fraction of this number of crossbridges at the same time. This is because the detachment
rate of myosin motors from actin filaments is lower at slower velocities.This means that the faster
we try and move, the less force each individual muscle fiber can produce, to contribute to total
muscle force.To compensate for this, the central nervous system accelerates the rate at which
motor units are recruited, as movement speed increases, which increases the number of
activated muscle fibers. This means that the recruitment threshold (force level) at which any
given motor unit is switched on is *lower* in a fast contraction than in a slow contraction.In fact,
the recruitment threshold of a motor unit in fast movements can be just 10–30% of the force level
required to recruit the same motor unit in a static (isometric) contraction. In practice, extremely
high levels of motor unit recruitment can be reached with light loads and fast bar speeds, which
is why plyometrics increase voluntary activation levels after training.How does motor unit



recruitment change with fatigue?When muscles experience fatigue at the same time as they are
producing force, the amount of force they can produce is determined by the level of fatigue, as
well as by the same factors that influence dynamic force.Although the ways in which fatigue
leads to a reduction in force are highly complex, the underlying mechanism by which fatigue
affects force production is a reduction in the ability of the single muscle fibers to produce force.
So in this way, fatigue affects muscle force in a similar way to the force-velocity relationship.To
compensate for the reduced amount of force produced by each (fatigued) muscle fiber governed
by low-threshold motor units, the central nervous system recruits high-threshold motor units.This
means that the recruitment threshold (force level) at which any given motor unit is switched on is
*lower* when fatigue is present than when fatigue is not present. In fact, computer models of the
effects of fatigue on motor unit recruitment suggest that very high levels of recruitment can be
achieved even with quite low forces, just like they can in high-velocity movements.How does
motor unit recruitment during strength training stimulate muscle growth?Until recently, it was
believed that we needed to lift heavy weights to achieve muscle growth.Over the last decade, it
has become increasingly clear that this is not the case. In fact, similar muscle growth is
achievable with light and heavy loads, so long as the sets with light loads are performed to
muscular failure, which involves a high level of fatigue.In studies comparing the effects of heavy
and light loads, you will often read researchers suggesting that the mechanism by which muscle
growth occurs is a high level of motor unit recruitment. After all, when lifting heavy weights, the
level of motor unit recruitment is high because there is a need to produce a high level of force,
while when lifting light weights to failure, there is a need to recruit high-threshold motor units to
compensate for the reduced force produced by each muscle fiber governed by the low-threshold
motor units.Unfortunately, we can see by looking at high-velocity movements like jumping that
this explanation cannot possibly be correct. Although fast movements involve extremely high
levels of motor unit recruitment, long-term research into the adaptations produced by jumping
reveal that it causes little or no muscle growth.All three training methods (heavy loads, light
loads at fast speeds, and light loads under fatiguing conditions) involve very high levels of motor
unit recruitment, and yet only two of these methods lead to meaningful muscle growth (heavy
loads and light loads under fatiguing conditions).Clearly, reaching a high degree of motor unit
recruitment is not *sufficient* for producing the necessary stimulus that leads to hypertrophy. As
we can see by this comparison, a slow muscle shortening velocity is *also* required.N.B. Time
under tensionSome people have argued that the factor that prevents high-velocity strength
training from stimulating muscle growth is a short length of time under tension (and not a fast
muscle shortening velocity), because such movements are completed very quickly. However, if
time under tension were the key factor, instead of muscle shortening velocity, then we would be
able to achieve meaningful hypertrophy by doing a large number of jumps with long rest periods
between them, over the course of a whole day, which it almost certainly does not!How does
muscle shortening velocity during strength training stimulate muscle growth?As I explained
earlier, similar muscle growth is achievable after strength training with light or heavy loads, so



long as the sets with light loads are performed to muscular failure, which involves a high level of
fatigue. In contrast, muscle growth is very limited after high-velocity strength training with light
loads. This tells us that even when muscle fibers are activated, they still need to shorten at a
slow speed in order for them to be stimulated to grow.Clearly, heavy loads cause muscle fibers
to shorten at a slow speed because of the force-velocity relationship. In order to produce the
required amount of force to lift a heavy load, the fibers cannot do anything other than contract
slowly. The slow contraction velocity allows a greater number of actin-myosin crossbridges to be
attached at any one time, and the actin-myosin crossbridge is the engine that produces
force.This higher level of muscle fiber force that is permitted by a slow contraction velocity is
detected as mechanical tension by mechanoreceptors on the muscle cell membrane. This
triggers the molecular signaling cascades that lead to elevated muscle protein synthesis, and
causes an increase in the protein content of the muscle fiber, which we record as
hypertrophy.Similarly, strength training with light loads to failure causes muscle fibers to shorten
at a slower speed because of accumulated metabolic stress. This is reflected in a fairly similar
pattern in the reduction in bar speed, which reaches the same velocity regardless of the relative
load used.As the set progresses, and new, higher threshold motor units are recruited, their
muscle fibers contract slowly, and the slow contraction velocity allows a large number of
simultaneous actin-myosin crossbridges to be attached at any one time, which produces a high
level of muscle fiber force. This force is detected as mechanical tension by mechanoreceptors
on the muscle cell membrane, triggering molecular signaling cascades, increasing muscle
protein synthesis rates, and producing increases in muscle fiber size.N.B. Slow temposSome
people have suggested that slowing down the tempo during strength training with light loads
should increase muscle growth, because it increases the mechanical tension on the working
muscle fibers. While this is true, the slow bar speed also dramatically increases the motor unit
recruitment threshold, meaning that the high-threshold motor units that are the ones that
increase most in size after training are not recruited, which is probably why most long-term
studies report that tempo has little effect on hypertrophy. It seems likely that light load strength
training does not stimulate muscle growth until fatigue begins to cause increased motor unit
recruitment, at which point it reduces muscle shortening velocity as well.What are the practical
implications?Importantly, the size of the weight used does not affect the bar speed of the final
rep when training to failure. Regardless of what weight we use on an exercise, we end up moving
at the same speed by the end of the set.Given that this is the same speed as we move in a 1RM
effort, it probably happens because it is the speed that allows the maximum force-producing
capacity of the recruited motor units.However, since muscle growth can be achieved without
training to failure, there must be a (slightly faster) threshold bar speed at which a set begins to
trigger muscle growth, because this corresponds to a threshold level of tension experienced by
each muscle fiber.Before this point, we are either training with a submaximal bar speed, and
therefore using mainly low-threshold motor units that will not grow substantially after training, or
we are training with maximal bar speed but moving too quickly for the working muscle fibers to



achieve the necessary levels of mechanical tension that stimulate muscle growth.This threshold
“hypertrophy velocity” will probably correspond to the speed we can move when lifting slightly
heavier weights than have traditionally been used for bodybuilding, because such weights are
lifted under fatiguing conditions. Since full motor unit recruitment is typically reached at 85–90%
of 1RM, we might speculate that the speed we can move without fatigue with this weight in a
given exercise is the threshold speed we need to reach in order to trigger muscle growth,
although whether motor unit recruitment increases and bar speed decreases in exactly the same
way is unclear.Since training to failure leads to more muscle damage than avoiding failure,
monitoring bar speed during a set could be a valuable way of stopping a set after the
hypertrophy stimulus has been triggered but before too much muscle damage accumulates,
thereby allowing faster recovery post-workout, and a higher training frequency. Naturally, this
would only work if all reps were performed with maximal effort.Once we identify it, this
“hypertrophy velocity” will likely correspond to a given number of reps in reserve, given the close
relationship between bar speed and reps in reserve that has been observed, and this would be
the easiest way of implementing this finding in practice.What is the takeaway?Muscle fibers
increase in size when they are activated and shorten at a slow contraction velocity. Only this
state allows enough actin-myosin crossbridges to form and produce a high enough level of
mechanical tension to stimulate the mechanoreceptors on the muscle cell membrane, which
then trigger the molecular signaling cascades that lead to elevated muscle protein synthesis,
and therefore an increase in the protein content of the muscle fibers of high-threshold motor
units. This state can be reached by strength training with either heavy loads or light loads under
fatiguing conditions, but not by high-velocity strength training or plyometrics, which involve high
levels of motor unit recruitment but fast muscle contraction velocities.Since we can achieve
muscle growth without training to failure, and since the bar speed of the final rep in a set to
failure is the same regardless of the relative load we use, there must be a threshold bar speed
below which hypertrophy is stimulated (so long as maximal effort is used on all reps). Since
training to failure and stopping short of failure produce similar muscle growth, and since training
to failure takes longer to recover from than avoiding failure because it causes more muscle
damage, this could be a valuable way to increase training frequency.DOES MUSCLE DAMAGE
CAUSE HYPERTROPHY?Strength training, which causes increased strength and muscle size,
involves producing force through repeated muscular contractions. When muscles contract
repeatedly, they are often damaged.Some researchers have suggested that the damage that
results from strength training contributes to muscle growth, because the types of strength
training that produce more hypertrophy often leave us with more muscle damage. Also, when
muscles are damaged after strength training, this triggers a large increase in the rate of muscle
protein synthesis, an increase in satellite cell activation, and structural adaptations that may be
helpful for future increases in muscle size.But is this the best interpretation of the facts?What is
muscle damage, and what is muscle growth?Bodybuilders have traditionally linked muscle
soreness and hypertrophy, and often believe that muscles must be damaged before they can



grow. Indeed, it is commonly claimed that muscles grow precisely *because* they are damaged,
on the assumption that the growth process involves building broken muscle tissue back up again
after a hard workout. However, muscle growth and the process of muscle repair after damage
are quite separate processes, although they both require an increase in muscle protein
synthesis rates.Muscle growth involves an increase in the protein content of a muscle fiber.
Since muscle fibers are long, thin cylinders, this process can involve either an increase in the
diameter of the fiber, or an increase in its length. Increases in fiber diameter involve an increase
in the number of myofibrils in parallel. The myofibrils contain strings of actin and myosin
myofilaments that bind together to produce force. Increases in fiber length involve an extension
in the length of each of the myofibrils, because of an increase in the number of sarcomeres in
series. Sarcomeres are the individual contractile units that link together in a long chain to form
the myofibrils.We can increase the number of myofibrils in parallel, or the length of each of the
myofibrils, without first damaging them. Damaging one myofibril has no effect on our ability to
build another one, and damaging the sarcomeres at any point along the length of a myofibril has
no effect on our ability to add sarcomeres to its end, where they are usually created.Muscle
damage occurs when the internal structures of a muscle fiber, or its outer wrapping layers, are
damaged. The myofibrils and the cytoskeleton that supports them are most easily damaged,
and we can observe this as shifts in the distribution of the Z disk, which is a key landmark in the
sarcomere. When the outer wrapping layers of the muscle fiber are made more permeable
(perhaps by being damaged), this causes some of the contents of the muscle fiber to leak out
into the spaces between muscle fibers and subsequently into the bloodstream. This is observed
as an elevation in creatine kinase levels.Importantly, muscle fibers can be damaged to varying
degrees.Low levels of damage involve only disruptions to sarcomeres, while greater levels of
damage involve damage to the outer wrapping layers. In both cases, the muscle fiber can be
repaired by retaining the existing structures, removing the broken parts and replacing them with
new proteins (called repair). However, when the fiber is too badly damaged to be repaired, such
as when it is torn completely in half, it can become necrotic (the muscle cells die). When this
happens, the fiber is broken down inside its cell membrane, and a completely new replacement
fiber is grown inside it (called regeneration).In summary, muscle fiber growth involves an
increase in muscle fiber volume, either by the addition of new myofibrils, or by an increase in the
length of the existing myofibrils. Muscle fiber repair involves the removal and replacement of
damaged areas of a muscle fiber. Muscle fiber regeneration involves the complete removal of
the old muscle fiber and creation of a new muscle fiber inside the existing muscle cell
membrane.
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KL, “So. Much. Good. Stuff.. This book answered 15 years of questions I had around building
muscle. It's packed full of clear and in-depth explanations on the real reasons muscle grows and
the efficacy of the different methods (drop sets, straight sets, cluster sets, blood flow restriction,
etc). Years and years of research backed information packed into a $3 (what!) ebook.
Awesome.Ps - his website and instagram are must follows for anyone interested in strength,
sport, and hypertrophy training.”

Boz, “Fantastic book from a great mind!. I bought the book just right after New Year holidays and
it's so cool to have Chris's main hypertrophy ideas/thoughts into a single e-doc. I've been
passionate about fitness and strength trainings most of my conscious life and can honestly say
that Chris is one of the experts out there I have (and continue) learned and have been influenced
the most. He just helps me to bring my training to the next level.If you don't get the results you
want in the gym, just read Chris's two book, join him on Medium/Patreon, and this would be one
of the smartest choices you have ever made. Just give it a try.”

Ebook Tops Reader DPH., “Enormously erudite.... The research and study that went into this
book is staggering. Be aware, hard and fast recommendations are few, but then given the
kaleidoscopic variety found throughout the human species, it would have been controversial to
offer more than the broadest observations of successful research currently published.”

Rick, “Very good information!. I really like the information contained in the book. It has helped me
understand how different programs can lead to the same result as long as they satisfy the
"stimulating reps" condition. The concept of velocity-force is very interesting. All of this is
influencing how I will change my workouts in the future. I think something that could be improved
upon would be the addition of more diagrams/images. The book is in a question/answer format
which I think could also be changed to something more traditional where the most important and
basic concepts are presented first and then build upon (like stimulating reps, training to failure,
high-threshold motor units).I still need to read many more chapters as I'm barely approaching
midway of book, but so far I'm happy I purchased it!”

Wilhem Trouillot, “Requires a minimum of knowledge in sports science.. The more you know
about exercise physiology, the easier the reading.I found a lot of resolved questions related to
Sports Sciences in that book.I regret that there is no references in the text since it would be
interresting to read further about the subject.But I had A LOT of pleasure to read it. It is the first
time that  I read a book about hypertrophy which gies so far in the scientific explanations.”

James Lederach, “Fantastic read. This book is a comprehensive overview of how muscle growth
occurs. It is concise, evidence-based, and clearly connects foundational scientific principles with



training applications. Hypertrophy and Strength is Specific are both titles I recommend to up-and-
coming professionals in my field. They are information-rich and highly accessible. It is important
to note that, while much of the text is objective, Beardsley does offer his own opinions about the
research evidence as well. I tend to agree with most of his thoughts but I think readers must be
aware that there is an editorial component to Beardsley’s writing. In any event, if you’re a fitness
professional or simply an enthusiast, you need to read both of Beardsley’s eBooks.”

Dr. Chris Norris, “Brilliant - cuts through the waffle. This is a great resource as it consists of
extended 'snippets' of information. Rather than reading a whole chapter in an exercise
physiology book you are taken right to the facts. Sections have take home messages as well
which makes things more applied. I would love to see an extended edition (more expensive)
with figures and refs. A fantastic resource for S&C trainers, sports scientists, and therapists.”

Mr ME Coles, “No BS science into hypertrophy. Really impressive! Finally a book that is
completely science based and cuts out all the broscience that is rife within the fitness industry. It
is probably best for fitness professionals who have a good understanding of anatomy and
physiology and exercise science. Whilst it does not make any exacting recommendations it
does give the reader food for thought when programming their own / clients sessions to for use
of correct intensity and to manage recovery for increasing muscle growth. It makes you realise
that whilst we have a good understanding of the basics of exercise science we still have a long
way to go!”

richardmason, “Worth much more than the price. I have read many, many books about the
science of building muscle and i must say i am genuinely impressed with this ebook. It not only
gives practical tips at the end of each chapter subject to apply these sound principles, but
explains in depth and easy to understand science with studies. In my opinion this book alone
answers everything you ever wanted to know about building muscle. If you want a picture book,
it's not for you, only for those interested in the information. A must buy!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very well researched. Chris Beardsley explores & examines the intricacies
of hypertrophy science and makes it easily accessible and provides practical applications for
every chapter. Highly highly recommended. Take a look at his instagram page for some of the
excellent knowledge he shares for free”

John, “Superb and a bargain. Fantastic, educational book on the subject at a bargain price.You
won't find training programs here but plenty of valuable information which will help you to make
your own.”

The book by Chris Beardsley has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 207 people have provided feedback.
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technique affect the mechanical loading stimulus ? How do changes in exercise technique affect
the mechanical loading stimulus ? Can changes in single - joint exercise technique affect our
ability to quantify progressive overload ? Why is quantifying progressive overload important for
hypertrophy ? Which exercises frequently lead to changes in exercise technique ?
HYPERTROPHY TRAINING VARIABLES HOW DOES THE WEIGHT ON THE BAR AFFECT
HYPERTROPHY ? What are motor units , and how are they recruited ? What are fiber types ?
How are motor units and muscle fiber types related ? What causes individual muscle fibers to
grow ? Can aerobic exercise cause individual muscle fibers to grow ? Does fiber type - specific
hypertrophy happen after strength training ? What is the most likely explanation for the similar
overall muscle growth after training with heavy and light loads ? WHY DO VERY LIGHT LOADS
NOT PRODUCE AS MUCH MUSCLE GROWTH AS LIGHT LOADS ? How does strength
training produce muscle growth ? So why do * very * light loads work less effectively ? What
does this mean in practice ? HOW DOES PROXIMITY TO FAILURE AFFECT
HYPERTROPHY ? What is muscular failure ? What causes muscular failure ? What stimulates
hypertrophy ? How does muscular failure affect the hypertrophic stimulus ? ( part I ) What does
training to muscular failure achieve , when training with heavy or light loads ? How does
muscular failure affect the hypertrophic stimulus ? ( part II ) When does central nervous system
fatigue occur ? HOW MUCH VOLUME SHOULD WE PERFORM FOR MAXIMAL MUSCLE
GROWTH ? What is volume ? What is volume really ? When is the number of sets to failure a
poor measurement of volume ? When does an exercise stimulate a muscle ? What does this
mean in practice ? What is the dose - response effect of workout volume on hypertrophy ? What



is the dose - response effect of weekly volume on hypertrophy ? DO ECCENTRIC AND
CONCENTRIC TRAINING PRODUCE DIFFERENT TYPES OF MUSCLE GROWTH ? What
happens when muscle fibers shorten ? What happens when muscle fibers lengthen ? How do
concentric - only and eccentric - only contractions differ from each other ? How do the long -
term effects of concentric - only and eccentric - only training differ from each other ? Can the
effects of concentric - only and eccentric - only strength training be explained by mechanical
tension , metabolic stress , and muscle damage ? What is actually happening ? What about
fiber type - specific hypertrophy ? What is the takeaway ? WHY DOES LOWERING TEMPO
AFFECT MUSCLE GROWTH , BUT LIFTING TEMPO DOES NOT ? What is tempo ? What
stimulates hypertrophy ? How do muscle fibers produce a mechanical loading stimulus ? How is
the mechanical loading stimulus determined in the lifting ( concentric ) phase ? How is the
mechanical loading stimulus determined in the lowering ( eccentric ) phase ? N.B . Practical
effects of architectural gearing What determines how motor units are recruited in the lifting
( concentric ) phase ? What determines how motor units are recruited in the lowering
( eccentric ) phase ? N.B . Comparing recruitment in eccentrics and concentrics How does
tempo affect the hypertrophic stimulus ? DOES KEEPING CONSTANT TENSION ON A
MUSCLE INCREASE HYPERTROPHY ? How does altering lifting tempo affect hypertrophy ?
What happens as we fatigue over a set ? How does taking no pause between reps affect
hypertrophy ? But do either of these factors affect hypertrophy ? CAN USING THE MIND -
MUSCLE CONNECTION ENHANCE HYPERTROPHY ? What is attentional focus ? How could
an internal focus of attention enhance muscle activation ? How could an internal focus of
attention enhance muscle growth ? DOES A FULL RANGE OF MOTION ALWAYS PRODUCE
MORE MUSCLE GROWTH ? How have researchers compared training with different ranges of
motion ? What do these comparisons tell us ? What might produce differences between
studies ? What does this mean in practice ? WHAT DETERMINES TRAINING FREQUENCY ?
What factors might affect training frequency ? What determines training frequency ? How
important is muscle damage ? Why not train less frequently ? What about psychological stress ?
HOW DO ADVANCED TECHNIQUES AFFECT HYPERTROPHY ? Back off sets Drop sets
Forced repetitions Rest pause training Antagonist supersets Pre - exhaustion training Stretching
between sets DO SHORT REST PERIODS HELP OR HINDER MUSCLE GROWTH ? How
does rest period duration affect muscle growth ? Can lower volumes explain why rest period
duration affects muscle growth ? ( part I ) Can lower volumes explain why rest period duration
affects muscle growth ? ( part II ) How does rest period duration affect fatigue ? HOW DOES
EXERCISE ORDER IN A WORKOUT AFFECT HYPERTROPHY ? What do experts currently
recommend ? HOW MIGHT AEROBIC EXERCISE REDUCE GAINS IN MUSCLE SIZE ? Why
do we think aerobic exercise could reduce the hypertrophy achieved from strength training ?
Why might the interference effect happen ? ( part I ) Why might the interference effect happen ?
( part II ) An alternative ( more likely ) explanation for the interference effect Testing the
alternative ( more likely ) explanation for the interference effect HOW DOES TAKING A BREAK



FROM STRENGTH TRAINING AFFECT HYPERTROPHY ? What happens when we stop lifting
weights ? Why does muscle size reduce after we stop lifting weights ? What happens when we
take breaks from strength training , then start lifting again ? Can we enhance hypertrophy by
deliberately taking short breaks from strength training ? Are there any downsides with taking
time off strength training ? What does this mean in practice ? HOW COULD PERIODIZATION
HELP ENHANCE MUSCLE GROWTH ? What is periodization ? How could load periodization
enhance muscle growth ? How could periodizing other training variables enhance muscle
growth ? Can periodization reduce the risk of non - functional overreaching and overtraining ?
Do we need to use periodization to implement the principle of variety ? What are the practical
implications ? HOW DOES BLOOD FLOW RESTRICTION ( BFR ) TRAINING WORK ? What is
the point of using BFR ? What does BFR actually do ? How does BFR increase hypertrophy ?
How does BFR training produce high levels of hypertrophy with * very * light loads ? Does BFR
enhance type I fiber hypertrophy ? Can cellular swelling during BFR training increase
hypertrophy ? EXERCISE SELECTION FOR HYPERTROPHY HOW CAN EXERCISE
STRENGTH CURVES AFFECT HYPERTROPHY ? What determines our capacity for producing
a turning force at any given joint angle ? What determines the requirement for a turning force at
any given joint angle ? What are the different types of strength curves ? How can exercise
strength curves affect hypertrophy ? ( active and passive elements ) How can exercise strength
curves affect hypertrophy ? ( stretch - mediated hypertrophy ) How can exercise strength curves
affect hypertrophy ? ( regional hypertrophy ) How can exercise strength curves affect
hypertrophy ? ( proportional muscle contribution ) What does this mean in practice ? WHICH
MUSCLE GROUPS DO EXERCISES STIMULATE ( AND WHICH DO THEY JUST WORK ) ?
When is a muscle stimulated by an exercise and when is it just working ? What determines the
limiting joint in an exercise ? What determines the limiting muscle in an exercise ? What does
this mean for hypertrophy ? What does this mean for programming ? What other features of an
exercise affect whether it stimulates a muscle ? FINAL WORD
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